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ABOUT US
BAt BeNed BVBA we develop and manufacture technical street furniture for public spaces. 
Our underground BeNedkast housing can be used for a variety of purposes such as 
control equipment and electrical and water supplies. We also provide custom work
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OUR PRODUCTS

TECHNICAL STREET FURNITURE

Metal street furniture: benches, planters, waste bins, lampposts
Street furniture is sometimes rather dismissively referred to as "dressing" 
for the street scene. 
But street furniture has more than a merely decorative role: 
it must also be highly functional. Traffic islands must provide safety,  
benches must provide comfort, waste bins must keep the street clean.

High quality street furniture
City and local authorities are therefore looking for high quality street furniture which can stand up to 
severe weather conditions and frequent use. BeNed are specialists in the design and supply of metal street furniture  
including underground electrical outlets and water supplies, lampposts, benches, plant containers and tree grilles 
of the highest quality. Manufacturing all our street furniture in our own factory allows us to maintain tight control 
of quality and avoid unnecessary costs. 
No payments to middlemen, no transport costs bring items in from abroad. 
All the street furniture we supply is produced 100% in Belgium.

Creative design and smart technology
Our street furniture can be supplied in a wide range of materials and finishes including stainless, 
plain and weathering steel, painted or galvanised or finished with a variety of recycled plastics.
but the creativity doesn't stop there. Our aim is to enhance the street scene with high quality, 
functional street furniture. 
In order to achieve this we welcome the opportunity to assist city and local authorities with their design work 
and to provide professional advice as they work through their ideas.
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